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Abstract

This study analyzed the mechanisms involved in possible transfer effects for two different

working memory updating (WMU) training programs administered to young adults and

based on two updating paradigms: n-back and arithmetical updating. The influence of prac-

tice distribution on transfer effects was also explored by including two training regimens:

massed and spaced practice. Performance on different WMU tasks more or less structurally

similar to the tasks used in the training was assessed to analyze the nearest transfer effects.

Near and far transfer effects were tested using complex working memory (WM) and fluid

intelligence tasks. The results showed that the WMU training produced gains in only some

of the WMU tasks structurally similar to those used in the training, not in those lacking the

same structure, or in WM or fluid intelligence tasks. These limited nearest transfer effects

suggest that gains could be due to the acquisition of a specific strategy appropriate for the

task during the training rather than to any improvement in the updating process per se. Per-

formance did not differ depending on the training regimen.

Introduction

Working memory updating (WMU) is a fundamental cognitive function that enables us to

modify stored information to adapt to new environmental demands. Its role in predicting

fluid intelligence [1–3], and its relationship to academic achievement [4–6] have prompted

numerous studies on the extent to which WMU training effects may generalize to other tasks

dissimilar to those used in the training.

Gains induced by training in other measures not directly trained are known as transfer

effects. There are various types of transfer effect depending on the level of generalization [7].

In the context of WMU training procedures, nearest transfer indicates improvements in other

versions of the task used in the training and in other WMU tasks; near transfer refers to

enhancements in other abilities closely associated with WMU, such as working memory

(WM); and far transfer refers to gains in other abilities less, but still, related to WMU, such as

fluid intelligence, attention, and switching [8].
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Different paradigms have been used in WMU training studies to investigate these transfer

effects. Perhaps the most frequently applied WMU paradigm has been the n-back, a task

requiring that participants indicate whether the current stimuli match those presented n trials

previously. Mixed results have been reported regarding transfer effects of this training task.

Some training studies found training gains in other versions of the task used in the training

that involved different stimulus material [9, 10]. The performance benefits spread to other

WMU tasks [11], to classical complex WM tasks (e.g., [12]), and even to tasks that tap other

less-related abilities. For example, gains were found in verbal fluency [13], fluid intelligence

[8], and task switching [14]. On the other hand, a number of studies failed to show near trans-

fer to other WM tasks [8, 9, 11], or far transfer to other abilities, such as fluid intelligence [14,

15] or inhibitory control [15, 16]. Some studies even failed to find transfer effects of any kind

[17]. Some recent meta-analyses conducted to address these previous inconsistent results indi-

cated that n-back training could induce far transfer effects, on fluid intelligence, for example

([18, 19], for older adults). Others were less conclusive, however [20–24]. The effectiveness of

training based on the n-back task in eliciting transfer to other different tasks thus remains

unclear.

A number of studies, that have used paradigms other than the n-back to train WMU, has

found that nearest transfer effects are more common than near or far transfer effects. For

example, using the running memory paradigm as a training task, different authors demon-

strated nearest transfer effects on other WMU tasks, such as the n-back task [25–28], and far

transfer to episodic memory tasks [27]. They found no near transfer to WM span tasks [27],

however, nor any far transfer to selective attention [26], perceptual speed, fluid intelligence,

verbal fluency, or other episodic memory measures [27]. In a recent study, Linares et al. [29]

trained participants on numerical WMU tasks, and found nearest transfer to other WMU

tasks structurally similar to those used in the training. The authors saw no far transfer to fluid

intelligence or near transfer to complex WM tasks, however, nor even any nearest transfer to

other WMU tasks dissimilar to those used in the training.

Transfer mechanisms in training studies

These inconsistent results regarding the effectiveness of WMU training make it necessary to

understand not only when and how transfer effects are observed, but also why they are

obtained [23, 30]. Transfer effects may be due to a variety of mechanisms [30, 31], which have

rarely been examined, and they warrant closer investigation to better capture the nature of

training-related gains, and why they may or may not occur.

Morrison and Chein [31], for instance, distinguished between two different approaches to

WM training: core training and strategy training. In the former, demanding WM tasks are

administered to improve WM domain-general mechanisms, and the procedure used makes

the development and use of strategies almost impossible. In the latter, participants are given

extensive practice with tasks to which a certain strategy may be applied. Transfer effects may

be driven by a different mechanism in each of the two training approaches: the strengthening

of a process shared by different tasks; or the learning of a strategy suitable for applying to dif-

ferent tasks. Similar mechanisms to explain the transfer effects of WM training were also con-

sidered by von Bastian and Oberauer [30]. Training may improve WM capacity, for instance,

or, instead increase WM efficiency through a more effective use of strategies. These possibili-

ties are described in more detail below.

A first possibility is that the training can bring improvements thanks to a strengthening of

the process used in the training. In this case, transfer effects would be likely to depend on the

processes shared by trained and transfer tasks [32, 33]. Thus, a broad transfer across different
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tasks tapping the same process could be expected, whatever the structure of the tasks (i.e., the

demands of the tasks, as detailed below). The greater the overlap between the cognitive abilities

engaged in the trained process and the transfer tasks, the greater the likelihood of obtaining

transfer effects. In support of this idea, Jaeggi et al. [32] found that n-back training produced

far transfer effects on fluid intelligence measures, which share a good deal of variance with

WMU, but no near transfer to measures of WM capacity, which share little variance with

WMU (see also [34]). This is consistent with the idea that transfer occurs mainly when training

and transfer tasks activate overlapping brain regions [26, 35–37].

A second possibility is that training may induce the acquisition of specific skills or strategies

for trained tasks. If this is true, then we can expect to see transfer limited to structurally similar

tasks [30] that share the same main subprocesses and can be completed following similar steps,

despite some task-specific features. In other words, tasks are structurally similar when: infor-

mation is presented in the same way (e.g., displayed in boxes); the response mode is similar

(e.g., a response is required after each stimulus has been presented); and the tasks’ underlying

cognitive processes require the same procedural steps (e.g., focusing first on the item to be

updated, then retrieving the previous value related to the context, then modifying the item,

and so on) [29]. Such structurally similar tasks would immediately facilitate the use of a strat-

egy learned during the training. In fact, some authors have attributed near transfer to the

acquisition of a strategy ([9, 29, 38]; see [21, 39] for a review) For example, Laine et al. [40]

only found transfer to structurally similar untrained tasks (to which the same strategy could be

applied), not to structurally different tasks. Some far transfer effects might also be feasibly

explained by the acquisition of a general strategic approach applicable to other processes. For

example, strategically focusing on a subset of items is an approach that can be applied to tasks

that involve different processes [30].

To date, few studies have explicitly examined the mechanisms behind transfer effects. The

present study aimed to examine the conditions that might prompt transfer effects: the

strengthening of a common underlying cognitive process; or the acquisition of strategies suit-

able for approaching similar tasks. To our knowledge, ours is the first training study to simul-

taneously investigate both these possible explanations for transfer effects by implementing and

comparing two different training programs based on two updating paradigms.

Potential influences of practice distribution on training

Alongside the above-mentioned issues, other factors may contribute to improving the effec-

tiveness of training programs, in terms of their transfer effects. Among such factors, control

conditions [20], participant engagement [41, 42], and practice distribution [43, 44] have been

found to modulate the effects of training. In the present study, we focus particularly on prac-

tice distribution to explore the relationship between trained and transfer tasks. The term dis-
tributed practice encompasses both spacing effects (i.e., the advantage of spaced over massed

practice) and lag effects (i.e., the advantage of spacing with longer as opposed to shorter lags)

[45]. Generally speaking, there is substantial evidence of spaced practice being superior to

massed practice, and of performance benefiting more after a longer rather than a shorter lag

([46], for review).

In the context of WM training studies, however, evidence of the practice distribution effect

is scarce and inconsistent. In the study by Penner et al. [44], two groups were trained using the

BrainStim program, which included some WMU measures, over the course of 16 sessions. Per-

formance in different cognitive domains was better in the training group that trained twice

weekly (spaced distribution) than the performance shown by a group trained four times a

week (massed distribution). A different pattern emerged in a study by Alloway et al.[43], in
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which a group trained four times a week for 8 weeks (massed distribution) outperformed

another group trained with the same WM tasks only once a week for 8 weeks (spaced distribu-

tion), but this may have been due to the different amount of practice involved (one group

attended 28 sessions, the other only 8). Hence the further aim of the present study was to assess

potential practice distribution effects on the efficacy of WMU training programs. In line with

the majority of studies on practice distribution, a superiority of the spaced practice groups was

expected.

The present study

The aim of this study was to examine the efficacy of two WMU programs for young adults.

The mechanisms underlying transfer effects of WM training remain unclear, so we examined

the conditions under which transfer occurs as well as some of the conditions that may facilitate

it (see [22–24] for similar claims). We therefore newly examined the extent to which transfer is

related to an improved updating process per se or to the acquisition of task-specific strategies

applicable to structurally similar tasks. Very few published training studies have addressed this

important issue.

Two training programs, based on two updating paradigms, were used, i.e. the n-back and

arithmetical updating. As far as we know, this is the first study that focuses on the same process

(WMU), and compares the transfer effects of two different WMU training programs. Perfor-

mance in the training and transfer tasks was examined by administering various updating

tasks as well as complex WM and reasoning tasks. The choice of transfer tasks stemmed from

a theoretical approach to the categorization of mental processes. The trained and transfer

updating tasks could be structurally similar (based on the same updating paradigm) or dissimi-

lar (based on different updating paradigms).

The n-back and arithmetical updating tasks were chosen as training tasks because they tap

the same process, i.e., WMU. Both types of updating task have been considered as indicators

of the same latent factor [47]. Wilhelm et al. [48] reported a very high correlation (r = .92)

between a latent factor consisting of n-back tasks and another factor comprising tasks similar

to the arithmetical updating task, and they argued that both types of task measure the same

updating construct. Both paradigms also involve constituent processes of WMU, such as infor-

mation retrieval and substitution [49]. The n-back task is probably the most widely used in

WMU training programs (e.g., [9–11]), and the arithmetical updating task has already been

used in a previous training study and shown to produce specific training gains, at least [29].

Each of the two training programs included two training tasks to prevent fatigue and bore-

dom, and promote engagement and motivation. Two versions of a single n-back task were

used in the n-back training program; one involving numbers, the other letters. As for the arith-

metical training program: one task involved participants applying different numerical opera-

tions to initial numbers that appeared in different boxes, and then recalling the last result

obtained in each box [50, 51]; in the other task, they had to remember the lowest or highest

number presented in each box, according to an initial criterion [52, 53].

An active control group was included in the study, as recommended by the literature (e.g.,

[20, 23]) to control for other experiment-related variables, such as contact with the experi-

menter or assessment context. This active control group played two casual video games used

in previous training studies [15, 54–57], which do not specifically tap WM processes.

The efficacy of the training procedures was analyzed in terms of nearest transfer effects to

four other WMU tasks that involved the same updating process as in the training, but differed

from the trained tasks in terms of structural similarity: arithmetical updating; categorical

updating; numerical n-back; and categorical n-back. There were two tasks for each of the two

Nearest transfer effects in working memory updating training
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paradigms of interest (n-back and WM updating), and one of the tasks for each paradigm was

structurally similar to the trained task, while the other was less so (see Table 1). This enabled

us to examine transfer between updating paradigms, and nearest transfer to structurally simi-

lar tasks based on the same or different paradigms.

In the arithmetical training program, one transfer task was the same as a trained one (the

criterion task: arithmetical updating), enabling us to measure specific effects in the group

attending this training. Nearest transfer effects to structurally similar tasks were investigated

by means of the categorical updating task, in which participants had to remember the last stim-

ulus (an animal) that appeared in each box. These arithmetical and categorical WMU tasks

shared some updating subprocesses that needed to be applied in the same order, including:

focus switching and cued item information retrieval, item comparison, judgment about updat-

ing, and substitution of information. The other two WMU tasks (numerical n-back and cate-

gorical n-back) served to assess nearest transfer to tasks associated with the other updating

training paradigm, and were therefore structurally dissimilar.

In the case of the n-back training program, one task (the criterion task: numerical n-back)

mirrored the task practiced during the training, and elucidated specific effects in this training

group. The categorical n-back task was included to assess nearest transfer to the trained task in

a structurally similar task: participants had to indicate whether the word presented n steps

before a target word corresponded to an animal. The numerical and categorical n-back tasks

required a similar set of cognitive processes that had to be combined in a similar sequence:

maintaining an active subset of n items in memory, making a recognition judgment to decide

if the new item matched the first one in the subset, selecting a yes/no response, removing the

first item in the subset, and adding the one presented more recently. The arithmetical updating

task and categorical updating task were used to shed light on nearest transfer effects to the

structurally dissimilar WMU tasks associated with the other updating training paradigm.

A classical WM task that measures the same narrow ability as the one trained, and a fluid

intelligence test were also administered to assess near and far transfer effects, respectively. The

inclusion of a reasoning measure allowed us to clarify if WMU training can produce–or not–

far transfer effects, and depending on the results, thanks to the training tasks used, the possible

mechanisms involved in presence or absence of transfer effects.

To explore the influence of practice distribution on transfer effects, two practice distribu-

tion schedules were used with the three groups of participants (the arithmetical and n-back

training groups, and the active control group). This manipulation led to the inclusion of six

groups in the present study. Within each training program, one group was trained using a

massed distribution, and the other using a spaced distribution. Participants in the massed dis-

tribution groups attended all six training sessions during the same week, whereas the spaced

distribution group attended training twice a week for three weeks.

Finally, self-perception and motivation were also taken into account, as there are initial evi-

dences of their impact on training gains (i.e., [30, 42, 58, 59]). To give an example, Carretti

Table 1. Transfer tasks classified by type of transfer and degree of structural similarity, for each training paradigm.

Arithmetical training N-back training

Nearest transfer Arithmetical updating task Same task Structurally dissimilar

Categorical updating task Structurally similar Structurally dissimilar

Numerical n-back task Structurally dissimilar Same task

Categorical n-back task Structurally dissimilar Structurally similar

Near transfer Operation span task Different process Different process

Far transfer Cattell test Different process Different process

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.t001
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et al. [60] found that motivational variables explained a certain amount of variance in training-

related improvement when testing a program for older people. In young adults, Maraver et al.

[59] likewise showed that strongly-motivated participants performed better in both trained

and near transfer tasks. It might be argued that motivation can change the way participants

approach training tasks. Greater motivation could be associated, for instance, with a greater

engagement, a stronger commitment to improving performance, or a greater persistence after

making a mistake [61]. Other authors identified no relationship between motivation or self-

perception of improvement and performance, however. Zhao et al. [61] found that higher lev-

els of motivation were related to greater training gains, but not to transfer effects. Fellman

et al. [62] reported that participants’ self-perceived training gains were not substantiated by

their actual performance. Given these inconclusive results, it seemed worthwhile to further

investigate the link between motivational and self-perception variables on the one hand, and

training-related performance on the other. Expectations, self-perceived improvement, and

motivation were assessed at different times.

Study hypotheses. Various hypotheses derived from previous studies. If nearest transfer

is mediated by the successful application of a strategy learned during the training to a similar

transfer task, then performance gains will emerge for the updating tasks structurally similar to

the tasks used in the training, but not for the tasks associated with the untrained paradigm. In

other words, as concerns nearest transfer effects, the arithmetical training program would only

prompt an improvement in the arithmetical updating task and in the categorical updating

task; and the n-back training program would only yield a specific improvement in the numeri-

cal n-back task and in the categorical n-back task.

On the other hand, if nearest transfer effects are due to a strengthening of the updating pro-

cess, performance gains will be seen across all WMU tasks, irrespective of the paradigm

involved. In other words, both the arithmetical and the n-back training groups would show

greater improvements than the active control group on all updating tasks.

Finally, as regards near and far transfer tasks, improvements in the operation span task and

Cattell test would be expected only if and when the WMU process is enhanced (given the close

relationship between WM and fluid intelligence (e.g. [63]), not if a strategy is acquired during

the training, and no training effect should be seen in the active control group.

To assess the effect of practice distribution, we adopted a scheme similar to the one used in

the study by Penner et al. [44], changing the lag between sessions and keeping the total number

of sessions constant. We expected to find spaced superior to massed distribution, as in the Pen-

ner et al. [44] study (see [64], for other types of training).

As regards participants’ individual characteristics, their expectations, self-perceived

improvement, and motivation were assessed at various times. These measures were included

both to obtain participants’ feedback on how engaging they found the training, and to identify

any relationship between motivation and training gains. Given the inconclusive results in the

literature, we had no starting hypothesis on the relationship between motivation-related vari-

ables and performance on cognitive tasks.

Method

Participants

Participants were recruited from the University of Jaén, southern Spain and included 193 psy-

chology and social work undergraduates (Mage = 21.36, SD = 3.49; 40 males, 153 females).

After the pretest, participants were allocated to one of six study groups, based on practice dis-

tribution (massed or spaced), and type of training (arithmetical or n-back) or active control.

They were allocated to a given group using a stratified random sampling method that took

Nearest transfer effects in working memory updating training
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into account their pretest score in the Cattell test [65], and their university degree course (psy-

chology or social work). Demographic details for each group are shown in Table 2. All partici-

pants were native Spanish speakers. No other inclusion/exclusion criteria were considered.

The students volunteered for the study and received course credits for their participation.

Cognitive assessment

Criterion tasks. Arithmetical updating task. This task is similar to the one described by

Oberauer et al. [50], and by Salthouse et al. [51], and was adapted by Linares et al. [29]. It was

also used when training the arithmetical WMU group. Different lists of numbers and arith-

metical operations were presented in different boxes. Participants had to memorize some

numbers, apply different arithmetical operations, and remember the last result obtained. Each

list started with a series of initial numbers inside their respective boxes. The number of boxes

varied according to the memory load (i.e., the number of elements to remember in each list,

which ranged from 1 to 5). After the initial numbers, nine arithmetical operations were pre-

sented, which involved subtraction or addition signs and the operands 0, 1, 2, 3. Each number

or operation was displayed for 2500 ms with a 500 ms pause between items.

A set of three lists for each memory load (1 to 5) was presented, starting with load 1. If par-

ticipants completed two out of three lists correctly, the memory load increased in the next set.

The task ended when participants failed in at least two of the three lists in the same set, or

when they completed the set for load 5. No feedback was provided. Four practice lists were

presented at the outset (load 1 and 2). The dependent variable was the percentage of correct

answers (see panel A in Fig 1).

Numerical n-back task. This task was introduced by Kirchner [66] in 1958 and has since

been widely used as a WMU measure. The same task was used to train the n-back WMU

group. Different numbers from 1 to 9 were presented consecutively in the center of the screen

and participants had to decide whether the number shown at a given moment corresponded

to the one presented n positions previously. The numbers were each displayed for 1500 ms

with a 500 ms pause between them.

Participants performed two 2-back followed by two 3-back lists. The memory load for each

list depended on the number of items to be retained simultaneously in memory (2 for 2-back,

and 3 for 3-back lists). A practice list for each level was administered before the test lists. Each

list contained 32 items, namely 10 targets (numbers that matched those presented n positions

earlier) and 22 non-targets (numbers that did not match). The dependent variable was a sensi-

tivity index (d’) calculated by subtracting the z-score for the false alarms from the z-score for

the hits (see panel C in Fig 1).

Table 2. Demographic details of the sample, by type of training or active control, and by practice distribution.

Group Age Gender Univ. degree Cattell test

Male Female Psychology Social work

Arithmetical Massed 22.18 (6.52) 8 25 24 9 23.44 (4.61)

Spaced 21 (21.19) 7 25 23 9 23.38 (3.77)

N-back Massed 21.66 (2.88) 7 25 23 9 24.25 (4.51)

Spaced 21.42 (2.19) 6 25 23 8 24.03 (3.66)

Act. control Massed 20.52 (1.48) 6 25 23 8 23.39 (4.89)

Spaced 21.32 (3.06) 6 28 24 10 24.47 (5.17)

Note. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.t002
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Nearest transfer tasks. Categorical updating task. This task was structurally similar to

those used to train the arithmetical WMU group. Different lists comprising six animal and

three object words were presented in different boxes. As with the training tasks, the number of

boxes varied according to the memory load (the number of items to be memorized, which ran-

ged from 2 to 5). In all lists, participants had to memorize the last animal word that appeared

in each box and ignore the object words. Each word was displayed for 2000 ms with a 500 ms

pause between items.

There were three lists for each memory load level (from 2 to 5). If participants completed

two out of three lists correctly, the memory load increased in the next set. The task ended

when participants failed in at least two lists for a given memory load. No feedback was pro-

vided. Four practice lists (load 1 and 2) were administered before the test lists. As with the

training tasks, the dependent variable was the percentage of correct answers for each list (see

panel B in Fig 1).

Categorical n-back task (adapted from Ciesielski et al. [67]). This task was structurally similar

to those used to train the n-back WMU group. Different sequences including both animal and

object nouns were presented consecutively in the center of the screen. Every time the animal

word “GATO” (“cat” in English) appeared, participants had to indicate whether the noun pre-

sented n positions previously corresponded to an animal or an object (by pressing the J key for

animals, and the F key for objects). They did not have to respond when an object word or an

animal word other than GATO was presented. Each list contained a total of 40 words, included

the word “GATO” that appeared 10 times, and required 5 responses of each type (object and

animal). Each word was displayed for 1500 ms with a 500 ms pause between words.

Participants were administered two 2-back lists followed by two 3-back lists. A practice list

for each level was administered prior to the test lists. The same dependent variables were con-

sidered as in the numerical n-back task (see panel D in Fig 1).

Near transfer task. Operation span task [68]. In this task, lists of paired arithmetical

expressions (e.g., 2 + 4–1 = 5) and single-digit numbers (e.g., 6) were organized into sets of 2

to 7 items that were to be remembered. Half of the arithmetical expressions were correct. Each

expression in a list was displayed for 5000 ms, and participants were asked indicate whether it

was correct or not. This was followed by a blue number in the center of the screen for 3000 ms,

which participants had to memorize. At the end of each list, participants had to recall all the

blue numbers that had appeared after each arithmetical expression in the list, in the order of

their presentation. There were two lists for each memory load level. The task was discontinued

when a participant failed in both lists for the same memory load. Before starting the task, four

practice lists were presented. The dependent variable was the percentage of correct answers.

Far transfer task. Culture Fair Intelligence Test, Scale 3 [65]. This scale from the Cattell

test consists of four subtests. The first, Series, required that participants choose one of six

options that best fitted an incomplete series of abstract shapes and figures. In the second sub-

test, Classifications, different drawings relating to five abstract shapes and figures were pre-

sented, and participants had to choose the two that differed from the other three. In the third

subtest, Matrices, participants had to select one of six possible solutions that best completed

several matrices containing from four to nine boxes containing abstract figures and shapes,

plus one empty box. Finally, in the fourth subtest, Conditions, participants were presented with

Fig 1. Nearest transfer tasks. The different panels show examples of incomplete sequences for each WMU nearest

transfer task. Panel A shows the arithmetical updating task administered to the arithmetical training group, and panel

B the untrained categorical updating task that shares the same structure as the arithmetical updating task. Panel C

shows the numerical n-back task (at 2-back level) administered to the n-back training group, and panel D the 2-back

level of the structurally similar untrained categorical n-back task.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.g001
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sets of abstract figures, lines and a single dot, along with five options. They had to assess the

relationship between the dot, figures and lines, and choose the option in which the dot was in

the same relationship with the other items. These subtests had to be completed within a set

time, which ranged from 2.5 to 4 minutes, depending on the subtest. The dependent variable

was the number of correctly solved items across the four subtests (maximum score 50).

Expectations, self-perceived improvement and motivation. Participants were asked a

number of questions to examine the role of individual differences relating to their expecta-

tions, self-perceived improvement after the training, and motivation and strategy use during

the training. At the beginning of the first session, participants were asked whether they

expected their performance to improve. At the end of the training, they were asked about their

self-perceived overall improvement in the trained tasks. They had to indicate the degree to

which they thought they could improve, or had improved, on a scale of 1 to 10. Self-perceived

improvement in each task was also examined using an online questionnaire that was sent to

participants after the posttest session (see S1 Appendix).

As for motivation, participants were asked at the beginning of the first training session,

after the third, and after the last, to indicate their level of motivation to complete the training

program successfully on a scale from 1 to 10.

Training activities

Arithmetical WMU training (massed and spaced groups). Arithmetical updating task.

For this task, 18 lists of initial numbers and arithmetical operations were presented. Each list

started with various initial numbers, depending on the memory load (from 2 to 5 items to be

memorized), each of which was displayed inside a box. Then a variable number (from 6 to 9)

arithmetical operations (±0, ±1, ±2 or ±3) were displayed at random inside different boxes.

The initial numbers were displayed for 2000 ms inside a box from left to right. Participants

had to memorize the initial numbers for each box. Then they had to apply the arithmetical

operation that appeared in each box to the corresponding number and memorize the result for

that box. The next operation that appeared in the box had to be applied to the latest result for

the box. At the end, participants had to type the last result memorized for each box. Feedback

was provided after each list.

The level of difficulty changed, depending on the participants’ performance: when they

completed two lists at the same difficulty level correctly, the memory load increased for the

next list (meaning that they had to recall three items of information instead of two, for

instance). If they failed for two consecutive lists, the memory load decreased by one item. The

dependent variable was the mean memory load level correctly completed in each session.

Number size updating task. This task was based on Carretti et al. [52], and Lendı́nez et al.

[53], and was adapted by Linares et al. [29]. Eighteen lists of numbers were displayed in differ-

ent boxes. Participants had to memorize the last number in each box according to a given cri-

terion: the smallest or largest number for each box. After presenting the criterion for a given

list, the first numbers (ranging between 10 and 99) were presented consecutively, each in their

own box, from left to right, for 2000 ms. New two-digit numbers were then displayed in differ-

ent boxes chosen at random for 2000 ms. At the end of the list, silver boxes appeared and par-

ticipants had to type the last number of each box that met the criterion. As with the previous

task, feedback was provided.

This task included two types of item, updating and non-updating: the former met the crite-

rion of their corresponding lists, while the latter did not. The memory load levels were the

same as in the arithmetical updating task. The dependent variable was the mean memory load

of each session completed successfully.
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N-back WMU training (massed and spaced groups). Letter n-back task. In this n-back

task (adapted from Pelegrina et al. [6]), different letters of the alphabet were presented one at a

time in the center of the screen. For each letter, participants had to decide whether it was the

same as the letter presented n positions previously, pressing one key if the letters matched, or

another key otherwise. This task thus involved controlling, maintaining and continuously

updating the items presented throughout the sequence.

Twelve sequences of letters were presented at each session. Each sequence included 29

items requiring a response, one in three of which were target items (i.e., the letter presented

was the same as the one presented n steps earlier). Each letter was displayed for up to 1500 ms

or until participants gave their answer. The inter-stimulus interval was 1000 ms. Feedback was

provided at the end of each sequence.

This task included different levels of difficulty, depending on the memory load (from 2 to 7

items to be memorized). Participants started the task by comparing the letter being displayed

with the one presented 2 positions earlier. If they completed at least 80% of the sequence cor-

rectly, the memory load increased. From then on, the memory load decreased again if less than

60% of their answers were correct. The numbers of hits, false alarms, misses, correct rejections,

and non-responses were recorded.

Number n-back task. This task was the same as the previous one but used numbers instead

of letters. Twelve sequences of numbers from 1 to 9 were presented consecutively in the center

of the screen and participants had to decide whether the number displayed matched the one

presented n positions earlier. The same memory load levels and dependent variables were used

as in the previous task.

Active control (massed and spaced groups). Bejeweled. This task was similar to the pop-

ular casual game Candy Crush. Different gems were presented in an eight-by-eight grid. Par-

ticipants had to swap adjacent identical gems to make sets of three. When four or more

identical gems were swapped over, a power gem scoring extra points was created for the next

swap. The level of difficulty increased as participants earned more points. An endless version

of the task was used, and the task was terminated after 15 minutes. The dependent variable was

the game score achieved at the end of the session.

Dodge the Meteor. This task involved participants moving a spacecraft across the screen

using the arrow keys to reach different objects (e.g., a hamburger) briefly appearing on the

screen. In addition to the spacecraft and objects, a number of meteors that could hit the space-

craft moved across the screen. Participants had to dodge the meteors and shoot them several

times to make them disappear. The dependent variable was the game score achieved at the end

of the session.

Procedure

Participants were recruited on a voluntary basis from different university courses in psychol-

ogy and social work studies and received course credits for their participation. They were

informed that they had the opportunity to participate in a training study involving memory

tasks and video games that had reportedly produced some performance gains in other study

populations.

Participants attended eight sessions. The first and eighth sessions were for assessment pur-

poses, and the remainder were training sessions. During the assessment sessions, tasks were

administered in the order described in the Materials section. Two parallel versions (A and B)

were constructed for each task, and counterbalanced across all assessment sessions. The pretest

session took place the day before starting the training, and the posttest session at least one day

after completing the training. The assessment sessions lasted an hour.
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Each of the six training sessions lasted approximately 30 minutes, during which each train-

ing group performed two tasks, administered in the order described in the Materials section.

Six study groups were formed by combining the two types of training (arithmetical training,

n-back training) and the active control activity with two different practice schedules: massed

and spaced. In the massed practice groups, participants attended all training sessions in the

same week, with no more than two sessions on the same day. In the spaced practice groups,

they attended two sessions a week, with in interval of at least one day between sessions.

All assessment and training tasks were administered individually in booths. During the

assessment sessions, the experimenters stayed with participants to explain each task to them,

while participants were left alone in the booths during the training sessions. The experimenters

and participants were aware that there were different types of training involved, but they were

not informed about the aims of the study.

The ethics committee at the University of Jaén approved the study. All participants gave

their written informed consent before taking part. After completing the study, all participants

had the opportunity to receive information about the objectives and outcome of the training

program.

Results

The analyses of the results are presented in four parts. First, we investigated differences

between the groups at pretest. Then we analyzed standardized performance gains for each

group during the training. Third, we examined gains from pretest to posttest on the assessment

tasks, and compared their corresponding effect sizes. Finally, we explored possible differences

in training and transfer task performance relating to participants’ levels of engagement and

motivation.

Baseline measures

To ensure that the six groups did not differ on any of the tasks at pretest, separate 3 (Group:

arithmetical, n-back, active control) x 2 (Practice distribution: massed, spaced) unifactorial

ANOVAs were run on pretest performance across all measures. The results revealed no

between-group differences at pretest for any of the measures of interest (p> .369).

Training gains

Training gains were assessed by taking into account the mean level reached for each task at

each session. A 6 (Sessions 1 to 6) x 2 (Practice distribution: massed, spaced) mixed-design

ANOVA was run for the mean level reached in each task, with practice distribution as the

between-subjects factor and sessions as a repeated measure.

Arithmetical training group. An effect of session was found for the arithmetical updating

task, F(5, 310) = 72.64, p< .001, η2
p = .54, and the interaction between session and practice

distribution was significant, F(5, 310) = 3.66, p = .003, η2
p = .06. This was explained by the

interaction between the linear trend for session and practice distribution, F(1, 62) = 8.96, p =

.004, η2
p = .13. This interaction showed a slightly more pronounced improvement in perfor-

mance after training with a spaced practice (Session 6 –Session 1) than after a massed practice

(Mdiff = 1.80; Mdiff = 1.27, respectively). The main effect of practice distribution was not sig-

nificant (p = .389) (see top left panel in Fig 2).

The effect of session was significant for the number size updating task too, F(5, 310) =

57.87, p< .001, η2
p = .48. Analyzing the trend, the linear component reached significance, F(1,

62) = 144.17, p< .001, η2
p = .70, accounting for 84.95% of the variance. The quadratic compo-

nent, F(1, 62) = 31.03, p< .001, η2
p = .33, and the cubic component, F(1, 62) = 7.82, p = .007,
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Fig 2. Mean level reached in all tasks across the six training sessions for the arithmetical, n-back, and active control groups. The bars represent two standard errors

of the mean.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.g002
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η2
p = .11, were significant as well, explaining 12.42% and 2.29% of the variance, respectively.

Neither the interaction between session and practice distribution nor the main effect of prac-

tice distribution reached significance (p> .199) (see top right panel in Fig 2).

N-back training group. The mean level reached for each task in each training session was

also used to assess training gains for the n-back training group.

For the numerical n-back task, the effect of session was significant, F(5, 305) = 83.89, p<
.001, η2

p = .58. A trend analysis revealed a significant linear component for session, F(1, 61) =

145.73, p< .001, η2
p = .70, which explained 95.02% of the variance. The quadratic component,

F(1, 61) = 16.44, p< .001, η2
p = .21, also reached significance, accounting for 4.62% of the vari-

ance. The interaction between session and practice distribution and the main effect of practice

distribution were not significant (p> .428) (see middle left panel in Fig 2).

A significant main effect of session was found for the letter n-back task too, F(5, 305) =

86.26, p< .001, η2
p = .59. The trend analysis revealed that the linear component, F(1, 61) =

140.98, p< .001, η2
p = .70, the quadratic component, F(1, 61) = 22.04, p< .001, η2

p = .27, and

the cubic component, F(1, 61) = 7.51, p = .008, η2
p = .11, were all significant, accounting for

92.97%, 6.30% and 0.60% of the variance, respectively. The interaction between session and

practice distribution and the main effect of practice distribution did not reach significance

(p> .356) (see middle right panel in Fig 2).

Active control group. In the Bejeweled game, the effect of session was not significant (p =

.087), but the linear trend was, F(1, 62) = 5.71, p = .020, η2
p = .08, and explained 69.91% of the

variance. The main effect of practice distribution was also significant, F(1, 62) = 5.26, p = .025,

η2
p = .08, since performance after spaced practice was higher than after massed practice

(Mdiff = 0.314). The interaction between session and practice distribution was not significant

(p> .697) (see bottom left panel in Fig 2).

For the Dodge the Meteor game, the main effect of session was significant, F(5, 310) =

13.26, p< .001, η2
p = .18. The trend analysis revealed a significant linear component for ses-

sion, F(1, 62) = 41.10, p< .001, η2 = .40, which explained 93.04% of the variance. Neither the

main effect of practice distribution nor the interaction between session and practice distribu-

tion were significant (p> .112) (see bottom right panel in Fig 2).

Transfer effects. Some participants were excluded from the analyses on transfer effects

for the following reasons: 1) two participants were disregarded because one of them only

attended the pretest session, and the other did not complete the pretest session due to eyesight

problems; 2) two participants did not complete the arithmetical updating task at pretest, and

were consequently not considered in the analysis of this task; 3) one participant was excluded

from the analysis of the Cattell task at pretest because the timing of its administration was not

properly monitored; 4) the data files pertaining to one participant’s performance in the cate-

gorical updating task, the categorical n-back task, and the operation span task at pretest were

inadvertently overwritten, so they could not be included in the analyses; and 5) two partici-

pants’ performance in the arithmetical updating task, and three participants’ performance in

the categorical n-back task were not analyzed due to their extremely low scores (mean accuracy

below 10%), from which we inferred that they had not understood the task in the pretest

session.

To ascertain the effect of training, performance gains in each task were calculated as the dif-

ference between the pretest and posttest scores. Performance gains for each group were then

compared by running three sets of 2 (Group) x 2 (Practice distribution) ANOVAs on the gains

for each task, with groups and practice distribution as between-subjects factors. The results are

summarized in Table 3. The same results are obtained using z-scores.

Nearest transfer. For the arithmetical updating task, the arithmetical training group

showed larger performance gains (Mdiff = 13.59) than the n-back training group
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(Mdiff = 1.50) or the active control group (Mdiff = -1.29). The gain in the n-back training

group did not differ significantly from that of the active control group. Neither the main effect

of practice distribution nor the interaction were significant (see top left panel in Fig 3).

In the numerical n-back task, performance gains were significantly greater for the n-back

training group (Mdiff = 0.92) than for the arithmetical training group (Mdiff = 0.24) or the

active control group (Mdiff = 0.14), with no differences in performance gains between the two

latter groups. The practice distribution effect was significant in the comparison between the

arithmetical and the n-back training groups, massed practice being associated with larger

gains (Mdiff = 0.68) than spaced practice (Mdiff = 0.48). No other effects of practice distribu-

tion nor the interaction were significant (see middle left panel in Fig 3).

For the categorical updating task, the arithmetical training group showed larger gains

(Mdiff = 13.16) than the n-back training group (Mdiff = 5.04) or the active control group

(Mdiff = 4.43). Performance gains for the latter two groups did not differ. Neither the practice

distribution effect nor the interaction were significant (see top right panel of Fig 3).

Finally, the analysis of performance in the categorical n-back task showed no differences in

the gains made by any of the groups (arithmetical training: Mdiff = 0.08, n-back training:

Mdiff = 0.29, and active control: Mdiff = 0.23). Neither the interaction nor the practice distri-

bution effect reached significance (see middle right panel in Fig 3).

Near transfer. For the operation span task, there were no differences in the groups’ per-

formance gains (arithmetical training: Mdiff = 10.60, n-back training: Mdiff = 8.23, and active

control: Mdiff = 3.35). Neither the practice distribution effect nor the interaction proved signif-

icant (see bottom left panel in Fig 3).

Far transfer. The groups’ performance gains in the Cattell test did not differ statistically

(arithmetical training: Mdiff = 2.10, n-back training: Mdiff = 0.58, and active control:

Table 3. Results of three sets of two-way ANOVAs for the measures of interest, with group and practice distribution as between-subjects factors.

Arithmetical training vs. Active

control

N-back training vs. Active control Arithmetical training vs. n-back

training

Transfer task F df p η2
p F Df p η2

p F df p η2
p

WMU arithmetical task G 29.43 1, 121 < .001 .20 1.45 1, 120 .230 .01 20.05 1, 121 < .001 .14

PD 1.30 1, 121 .256 .01 0.27 1, 120 .606 .00 1.26 1, 121 .264 .01

G x PD 0.44 1, 121 .507 .00 0.00 1, 120 .964 .00 0.51 1, 121 .476 .00

WMU categorical updating G 5.45 1, 123 .021 .04 0.04 1, 122 .844 .00 4.55 1, 123 .035 .04

PD 1.67 1, 123 .199 .01 1.30 1, 122 .257 .01 0.55 1, 123 .459 .00

G x PD 0.04 1, 123 .850 .00 0.42 1, 122 .521 .00 0.12 1, 123 .735 .00

WMU numerical n-back G 0.95 1, 124 .330 .01 43.18 1, 123 < .001 .26 42.21 1, 123 < .001 .26

PD 0.62 1, 124 .431 .01 1.48 1, 123 .226 .01 3.94 1, 123 .049 .03

G x PD 0.33 1, 124 .565 .00 1.05 1, 123 .308 .01 0.33 1, 123 .566 .00

WMU categorical n-back G 0.90 1, 121 .344 .01 0.12 1, 120 .734 .00 1.51 1, 121 .221 .01

PD 1.85 1, 121 .177 .02 0.03 1, 120 .869 .00 0.03 1, 121 .865 .00

G x PD 0.13 1, 121 .714 .00 1.12 1, 120 .292 .01 2.04 1, 121 .156 .02

WM operation span G 2.16 1, 123 .144 .02 0.99 1, 122 .321 .01 0.20 1, 123 .655 .00

PD 0.05 1, 123 .817 .00 1.13 1, 122 .289 .01 0.91 1, 123 .341 .01

G x PD 0.00 1, 123 .974 .00 1.60 1, 122 .209 .01 1.44 1, 123 .232 .01

Fluid intelligence (Cattell) G 0.12 1, 123 .730 .00 1.76 1, 123 .187 .01 2.14 1, 122 .146 .02

PD 1.61 1, 123 .207 .01 2.70 1, 123 .103 .02 1.35 1, 122 .247 .01

G x PD 0.06 1, 123 .804 .00 0.00 1, 123 .953 .00 0.04 1, 222 .852 .00

Note. G = group; PD = practice distribution

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.t003
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Fig 3. Scores obtained in all transfer tasks by group (arithmetical, n-back, active control) and practice distribution (massed, spaced).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.g003
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Mdiff = 1.76). The practice distribution effect and the interaction also lacked significance (see

bottom right panel of Fig 3).

Cohen’s d [69] was calculated to compare the effect sizes at pretest and posttest for each

assessment task administered to the three groups. Values higher than 0.80 are considered large

effects. Geoff Cumming’s ESCI Excel macro was used to calculate the confidence intervals

around the effect sizes [70]. As shown in Fig 4, the arithmetical updating group showed a large

effect for the same trained task, and an effect higher than 0.75 for the categorical updating task.

The n-back group only showed a large effect for the same trained task. In addition to these

large effects, there were small or moderate effects in almost all tasks, irrespective of the group.

Individual characteristics

Engagement. All participants were interviewed about their expectations concerning any

improvement in their performance before the training commenced. A 3 (Group: arithmetical,

n-back, active control) x 2 (Practice distribution: massed, spaced) ANOVA was run on these

measures. No differences emerged between the various groups (p = .159), and practice distri-

butions (p = .471) at the start of the training. Overall self-perceived improvement was assessed

at the last training session: there were no statistically significant differences between the groups

Fig 4. Effect sizes for each assessment transfer task by group (arithmetical, n-back, active control).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.g004
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(p = .138), but the practice distribution effect neared significance, F(1, 185) = 3.49, p = .063,

η2
p = .02. A look at the means indicated that overall self-perceived improvement tended to be

somewhat higher for the massed practice (M = 7.12) than for the spaced practice (M = 6.70).

After the training, 93.78% of participants completed a final online questionnaire about their

self-perceived improvement in each assessment task. A 3 (Group: arithmetical, n-back, active

control) x 2 (Practice distribution: massed, spaced) ANOVA showed a significant main effect

of group for all tasks: arithmetical updating, F(2, 114) = 16.55, p< .001, η2
p = .22; numerical

n-back, F(2, 114) = 20.46, p< .001, η2
p = .26; categorical updating, F(2, 114) = 17.44, p< .001,

η2
p = .23; categorical n-back, F(2, 114) = 7.56, p = .001, η2

p = .12; operation span , F(2, 114) =

8.26, p< .001, η2
p = .13; and the Cattell test, F(2, 114) = 6.51, p = .002, η2

p = .103, F(2, 114) =

6.51, p = .002, η2
p = .10.

Post-hoc pairwise comparisons were performed with Bonferroni’s correction for multiple

comparisons to see which groups differed from each other on self-perceived improvement in

each task. As shown in Table 4, the n-back and arithmetical training groups scored higher on

the assessment tasks associated with the same paradigm as the tasks used in their training. In

the other tasks, the n-back and arithmetical training groups did not differ significantly. The

active control group obtained lower scores than the training groups across all tasks. Neither

the practice distribution effect nor any interaction between practice distribution and group

were significant on any task (p> .166). In short, compared to the active control group, both

training groups perceived that they had improved in the majority of tasks, and especially in the

trained tasks.

Motivation. Motivation was assessed at the beginning, at the middle and at the end of the

training. A 3 (Group: arithmetical, n-back, active control) x 2 (Practice distribution: massed,

spaced) x 3 (Time: beginning, middle, end) mixed-design ANOVA was run on the level of par-

ticipants’ motivation.

Only the interaction between session and practice distribution was significant, F(2, 370) =

4.35, p = .014, η2
p = .02. To clarify this interaction, the level of motivation was analyzed for

each type of practice distribution. For massed practice, the effect of session was significant,

F(2, 188) = 3.17, p = .044, η2
p = .03, due to a greater motivation from the middle of training

to the end (Mdiff = 0.32, p = .028). For spaced practice, the significant effect of session,

F(2, 190) = 4.07, p = .019, η2
p = .04, revealed a decline in motivation from the beginning to the

end of the training (Mdiff = 0.43, p = .038) (see Fig 5). In short, a greater motivation coincided

with the massed practice, while motivation decreased when spaced practice was used.

Taken together, differences in participants’ engagement and self-perceived improvement

did not relate to their performance in the present study: the massed practice groups were

reportedly more motivated, but they did not outperform the spaced practice group.

Table 4. Means and standard errors for self-perceived improvement in each task by group.

Group

Assessment task Arithmetical N-back Active control Group comparisons

Arithmetical updating 5.64 (0.22) 4.87 (0.21) 3.77 (0.24) Ar > Nb > Ac

Numerical n-back 4.67 (0.22) 5.42 (0.21) 3.39 (0.24) Nb > Ar > Ac

Categorical updating 5.38 (0.23) 5.20 (0.21) 3.58 (0.24) Nb = Ar > Ac

Categorical n-back 4.54 (0.23) 4.70 (0.22) 3.49 (0.25) Nb = Ar > Ac

Operation span 5.16 (0.24) 4.80 (0.23) 3.75 (0.26) Nb = Ar > Ac

Cattell 4.85 (0.23) 4.30 (0.21) 3.65 (0.24) Ar > Ac, Ar = Nb = Ac

Note. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. Ac: active control group, Ar: arithmetical training group, Nb: n-back training group

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.t004
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Discussion

It is important in cognitive training research to shed light on the mechanisms behind transfer

training effects (see [22–24]). A novel aspect of the present study lies in that we trained the

same cognitive process using two different WMU training paradigms: n-back and arithmetical

updating. We examined the extent to which the benefits of training in one paradigm trans-

ferred to other structurally similar tasks demanding the same updating process, to other struc-

turally dissimilar tasks demanding the same updating process, and to other WM and

reasoning measures. This enabled us to address two possible mechanisms involved in transfer

effects: the strengthening of a common process, and the acquisition of strategies appropriate

for structurally similar tasks.

Transfer effects

Nearest transfer. Performance improved with training for all WMU training groups, and

also for the active control group, indicating that the training was effective, and that all study

participants took an active interest.

Nearest transfer was considered on two levels: between different updating paradigms; and

to structurally similar tasks based on the same paradigm. There was no evidence of nearest

transfer between the two updating paradigms used to train participants in the present study.

Fig 5. Level of motivation across the training (beginning, middle and end) by group and practice distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0211321.g005
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The group given arithmetical updating training did not improve specifically in the n-back

tasks, and the group given n-back training did not improve in the arithmetical or categorical

updating tasks. These results may come down to the fact that, although the two types of para-

digm share an updating requirement, they vary in other processes. For example, they may dif-

fer in terms of the retrieval operations (recognition vs. recall), and in how the item to be

updated is selected (external or internal cues), and thus on the general strategy or approach

used by the participant. Our results using two updating paradigms are therefore compatible

with reports that performance improvements on one WM measure do not lead to gains on

another type of WM task (e.g., [9, 11, 17]).

While nearest transfer effects between different updating paradigms proved elusive, when

we looked for such effects on structurally similar tasks involving the same paradigm our results

differed, depending on the updating paradigm. The arithmetical training group improved not

only in the same trained task, but also in the structurally similar categorical updating task. In

both tasks, an item presented in a box was an indication that it could be updated, and answers

were given by inputting the last item in each box at the end of a list. The differences between

the tasks were superficial, involving the type of material (numbers vs. letters), and the opera-

tions required (arithmetical operations vs. semantic judgments). As for the n-back training

group, gains were only evident in the trained numerical n-back task, not in the similar categor-

ical n-back task. These two tasks share many features that led us to consider them as structur-

ally similar: they are n-back tasks that involve comparing a given item with one presented n
positions earlier, meaning that the information retained for the previous position has to be

retrieved and then substituted. There were some differences in certain superficial structural

features, however, that might justify our result, including the type of material (numbers vs. let-

ters), the type of operation (identity comparison vs. categorical judgment), and the response

mode (yes/no to all words vs. only when a key word is presented). Our findings thus indicate

that transfer to another, structurally similar updating task tapping the same process as the

trained one [48] may sometimes prove unsuccessful.

This raises the important issue of how to decide which tasks are structurally similar. In the

present study, similar tasks shared the same presentation and could be solved following similar

procedural steps, whereas they differed in superficial features, such as the operations to per-

form (semantic vs. arithmetical), or the material to be remembered (words vs. numbers). Dif-

ferent criteria may have been adopted to define the structural similarity of tasks in other

studies. Laine et al. [40] showed nearest transfer between very similar tasks, when they varied

their trained and transfer n-back tasks only on content (letters and colors instead of numbers).

Harrison et al. [71] used structurally similar training and transfer WM tasks that differed in

both material and distractors. In short, it is still not clear when a feature of a task is superficial

and irrelevant for the purposes of transfer effects, or whether there is a measure of structural

similarity between trained and transfer tasks. Further training studies could experimentally

manipulate the features of tasks to ascertain their relevance to transfer and thus determine the

structural similarity of the tasks in question.

Near and far transfer. No near or far transfer effects came to light in the present study.

Performance gains in a classical complex operation span, and a reasoning task (the Cattell test)

were much the same among groups. Since the Cattell is a timed task, any general improve-

ments in this measure may be due to participants becoming faster. Our results reflect those of

other studies reporting no transfer effects to complex WM tasks [8, 9, 11, 27]. A lack of transfer

effects from WMU training to fluid intelligence has been reported in a number of studies too

(e.g., [14–17, 27]), and some meta-analyses have addressed this issue. For example, Melby-Ler-

vag et al. [22] claimed that there is no evidence to support the notion that WM training

improves performance in far-related abilities. A recent review on cognitive training [23] also
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emphasized that the strongest evidence for post-training gains tends to be in favor of nearest

transfer, while broader transfer is considerably less frequent. Another issue that remains to be

clarified is why some studies found far transfer effects–especially those related to fluid intelli-

gence–even though no near transfer gains were apparent.

Why are transfer effects elusive?. To summarize, the present study found specific train-

ing gains, while there was nearest transfer only to a structurally similar WMU task involving

one updating paradigm (arithmetical updating), not the other (n-back). Some explanations

have been suggested for specific transfer effects (such as those observed in this study), which

would be due to knowledge gained from the training (e.g., [72]) and to familiarity with the

task and computer-based assessment methods. Such performance gains are also likely to be the

result of task-specific strategies being applied, rather than any general improvement in a pro-

cess [21].

Strategy use may have a crucial role when it comes to nearest transfer. Laine et al. [40] dem-

onstrated that teaching participants a strategy improved their performance in trained tasks (n-

back with digits), and in other structurally similar untrained tasks (n-back with letters and col-

ors), but not in other, structurally dissimilar tasks (e.g., running memory span). The pattern of

transfer to structurally similar tasks in the Laine et al. study [40] is comparable with the one

seen here for arithmetical updating training, but not with our findings with the n-back train-

ing, since there was no evidence of transfer to the structurally similar task in the latter case.

Thus, it is only in some circumstances that nearest transfer effects would emerge in tasks tap-

ping the same process, and suitable for being solved using the same specific strategy as the one

used in the trained task.

A strategy used for one trained paradigm might not be effective for another involving dif-

ferent processes. De Simoni and von Bastian [38] recently found that, even when participants

reported using a similar strategy (e.g., rehearsal) for both a trained (e.g., memory updating)

and a transfer (e.g., associative binding) task, performance gains were only seen for the para-

digm used in the training, not for another paradigm.

Transfer effects may depend on the decision to use a strategy and on how successfully a

learned strategy is applied. There are a number of factors involved in the decision to use a par-

ticular strategy over others, and factors associated with the actual implementation of a previ-

ously-learned strategy (see [73]). As regards the former, differences in some salient features,

and in the configuration of transfer and training tasks may lead to different strategies being

applied. Subjectively-perceived similarities between transfer and training tasks may influence

the use of a strategy as much as objective similarities.

The processing requirements of a task may also influence the decision to apply a particular

strategy. In other settings, it has been demonstrated that individuals use different strategies to

perform the same tasks, and they tend to choose more complex strategies as they gain experi-

ence with them [74]. Asking participants about their strategies might shed light on this issue,

unfortunately we did not collect information about that. Looking at the results it seemed that,

our participants have developed a specific strategy (or a set of strategies) for updating informa-

tion (as demonstrated from the increase during the training), but specific for the trained n-

back task (as suggested from the lack of transfer). In other words, the learnt strategy was not

adapted to the new task, although it made similar requests with apparently slight variations.

Factors related to the more or less successful use of newly-acquired strategies are also worth

considering [73]. Transfer may be undermined when a new task involves an additional pro-

cessing step, or requires a different type of response. In the present study, the categorical n-

back included a semantic judgment that was not present in the trained n-back task. In addi-

tion, the training n-back task required an answer every time an item was presented, whereas a

response was only needed in the transfer task when a keyword appeared. This may imply that
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the latter task included a processing component related to prospective memory. It may also

require an additional inhibitory process as participants may have needed to refrain from

responding to some items. Such additional processes may have hampered participants’ suc-

cessful use of their previously-learned strategy.

The involvement of metacognitive knowledge may have had a part to play in strategy use

too. For example, participants who showed no improvement in some tasks, such as the cate-

gorical n-back, may not have realized that the previously practiced strategy was applicable to

the new task too. Such limitations would be similar to the production or utilization deficiencies

seen in children in studies on memory strategy development [75].

Practice distribution

The present study also aimed to explore the influence of a massed versus spaced practice distri-

bution. Few studies have analyzed practice distribution in WM training programs, yielding

different conclusions (see [40, 41, 64]). Our results also failed to reveal a clear pattern. On the

one hand, spaced practice during the training was more effective than massed practice in two

of six tasks (arithmetical updating and the Bejeweled game). These results are partially consis-

tent with the superiority of spaced practice [44, 64]. Longer intervals between sessions might

give participants with more opportunities to consolidate or re-acquire a strategy [46, 64]. The

advantage for the spaced groups during the training only applied to two tasks, however, and

there was no effect on transfer task performance. Judging from our present findings, massed

vis-à-vis spaced practice distributions do not produce entirely consistent effects on transfer

performance. We cannot offer a conclusive explanation for this pattern.

Practice distribution may influence motivation during the period of training, however,

since our participants’ level of motivation increased with massed practice and decreased with

spaced practice. Fellman et al. [62] also reported a significant decrease in motivation during

the training. We speculate that motivation declines over time. Our training program with a

spaced practice distribution lasted twice as long as the one involving massed practice, so par-

ticipants attending the former should be more affected, in line with the classic report from

Baddeley and Longman [76]. That said, it is worth mentioning that differences in levels of

motivation had no impact on performance: the massed practice group did not outperform the

spaced practice group. As for motivation, future studies should make the effort to match the

groups at baseline on such a variable to cast light on its impact on training gains. The influence

of practice distribution on motivation may warrant further investigation.

Strengths and limitations of the present study

A novel feature of this study lies in that it explored the mechanisms underlying transfer of

training benefits by administering of two different training programs that focused on the same

updating process but based on different paradigms. To our knowledge at least, no studies had

previously addressed such an issue, as either the same process was trained employing a single

paradigm as the n-back (e.g., [8, 14]), or different paradigms that trained different processes

(e.g., [10, 38, 77]). Our study also specifically considered nearest as well as far transfer, an issue

that has become relevant in the light of recent studies (e.g., [11, 29]), and highlighted by some

meta-analyses [22–24].

The programs in the present study consisted of a fairly small number of six sessions, but a

meta-analysis confirmed that the number of sessions did not affect the effectiveness of a train-

ing based on n-back tasks similar to those used here [24]. Moreover, the effects of cognitive

training are expected to be rather limited, so it would not be ethically appropriate to have par-

ticipants training over many sessions without clear expectations of gains.
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In conclusion, although previous studies have shown that transfer effects may depend on

the variance shared by trained and transfer tasks [32, 33], our research shows that the overlap

between tasks is not enough. Particular differences between tasks may affect the degree of

transfer achieved. Our findings show that our WMU training programs produced only specific

improvements in WMU tasks very similar to those trained. These specific gains are compatible

with the notion that a specific strategy or set of strategies had been acquired during the train-

ing. Future studies could further examine nearest transfer by attempting to identify which con-

ditions facilitate it.
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